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We Came, We Cast, We Caught!

Our long-planned, oft-delayed, Sao Gabriel exploratory finally occurs - and pays off big.
☻ Restricted Indian Waters We have been granted exclusive access to the remote and
protected, Rio Tucano - Rio
Arara complex - one of the few
remaining bastions of unpressured peacock bass populations.

☻ Beyond the reach of
Commercial Fishermen The upper reaches of the Tucano and Arara are simply too
far from population centers to
merit unlawful depredations
by commercial fishermen.

☻ Unavailable to other
Sportfishing Operations - In
simple language, we’ve got a
great fishing hole where no one
else can go. You won’t see any
other boats or other anglers in
this fisherman’s paradise.

☻ In Search of the Record Peacocks grow enormous in
this heavily stained blackwater system in the Amazon’s most remote region.
These waters could very well
hold the next world record

Fall Exploratory Yields Bonanza
…. Fall Notes ....

 Fishing Shows - Come and see us at
three great fishing shows this winter.
We’ll be attending the Safari Club International extravaganza in Reno, NV, Jan
26—Jan. 29. From March 3—6, we’ll be
present at the Fishing Exposition in Suffern, NY. Or come visit us at the Toronto Sportsmen's show in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, from March 16—20.
We always have special offers and great
deals available at shows.
 Interactive Video Theater - Our
website update project continues. We’ve
recently added several new videos, including four with Steve Townson on the
Rio Travessão. You can watch Steve
catch payara, bicuda, trairão, and giant
redtail catfish. Our video page has been
redone also, now allowing easy access to
the video of your choice.
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NEW! - Monster Peacock Trip
Followers of our exploratory exploits will
know that we place great importance on finding
new, productive waters.
What we constantly seek are
the best fisheries that we can
keep all to ourselves. We
want the best of both
worlds, but that’s usually
very difficult to find. This
season’s Sao Gabriel exploratory delivered exactly
what we sought; Exclusivity, remoteness, natural
beauty and fish - plenty of
huge, aggressive peacocks
that didn’t have the word
woodchopper in their personal lists of things to avoid. A 21 and ½
pound Rio
We worked five long
Tucano
years just to set the first
trophy
steps of our mission in motion and mount our justcompleted exploratory trip. Sixteen anglers, over
a three week period, probed and prodded these
new waters until we could conclude that the opportunity we had was indeed worth implementing.
(Read the articles inside for detailed reports on the
fishing and the events that transpired during our
exciting exploration.)
Now we’re getting ready for next season. Because it is so far northwest of the typically fished

lower and central Rio Negro basin, this fishery has
a completely different hydraulic regime. The river
begins to drop in August
and is completely ready to
fish by September. Water
levels continue to drop until
right around Christmas,
when a second round of
rains (called a “repiquete”)
reinundates the region. A
second dry season ensues
shortly after in late January,
however, this is a shorter
and riskier window, so we
will operate only in the
more predictable and
longer first season. Our
trips will be scheduled from
mid-September until midNovember, to ensure that
we are well within the most
dependable period.
Our exploratory barely scratched the surface
of this enormous system. There are still over 200
miles of unexplored water in each of the rivers and
we hope to hit all of it
next season. In
On sale
effect anglers
now - 8
will get the
groups
benefits of an
only!
unexplored and
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Rio Tucano - Giant Peacock Bass Safari

(cont’d)

costs and fuel consumption, every gallon of gas and can of beer beunexploited fishery, just as though they were roughing it on one of
our pure exploratory trips. But, they’ll do it in comfort, security and comes a precious commodity. Add the tribe’s remuneration and we
have a trip that’s going to end up about
certainty, without any of the rough edges,
Acute Angling’s Rio Tucano/Arara Schedule $1000 more than our other destinations logistical quirks or other vagaries of an
improvised exploration.
Departs Manaus Returns
Host(s)
Availability a bit pricey, but still less than most of our
competition’s basic trips - trips that don’t
The good news is that this voyage
Sept. 29th, 2011 Oct. 6th
- open Wellington
offer the exclusivity, isolation and prowill operate with well-proven, tried and
tected waters and that don’t have the protrue, Amazon operational methods.
- Full Oct. 6th, 2011
Oct. 13th
Paul Reiss
ductivity of this extraordinary destination.
You’ll arrive by floatplane to maximize
Oct. 13th, 2011 Oct. 20th
- open Paul Reiss
Check your calendar, now. We’ll
your fishing time and you’ll spend your
open our booking schedule with the six
week in a comfortable, air-conditioned,
Oct. 20th, 2011 Oct. 27th Wellington
- open weeks shown at left. As they fill we’ll
floating bungalow camp. There will be
Oct. 27th, 2011 Nov. 3rd
- open Wellington
offer a maximum of two additional
no roughing it and no loose ends. This
weeks, one at the beginning and another
logistical combination ensures that you’ll Nov. 3rd, 2011 Nov. 11th Wellington
- open at the end of the posted dates. This is
have just about all of the comforts of
truly a limited opportunity to access one of the few remaining prishome in a place so far away, even the local Indians rarely visit.
tine peacock bass fisheries available in the Amazon. At $5,750 USD
The bad news, on the other hand, is that this place is so remote

 Exclusive  Remote  Protected - A one-of-a-kind Adventure
from any reasonable base of operations for these tried and true methods, that it won’t be cheap. The extraordinary distance (almost 700
miles from Manaus as the crow flies - more
than 2 to 3 times as far as anything
On sale
else offered with floatplane access)
now - 8
means that transport of anglers, mategroups
rials and fresh supplies becomes an
only!
extreme challenge, and an expensive
one at that. With triple the charter

per angler, this is an extraordinary opportunity to experience Amazon
peacock bass fishing like it was twenty years ago; before the world
learned of this fish’s amazing fighting prowess, before the advent of
rapacious commercial netters and before the rise of the burgeoning
Barcellos sportfishing fleet.
Please call to reserve your space as soon as possible. We hope to
hold these prices as long as possible, but in the face of the falling
dollar, future increases could very well be possible. These weeks will
be hosted by Paul Reiss and / or Wellington Melo.

Rio Tucano-Arara Fishery Facts

A Clear, Blackwater River with World-Record Sized Peacocks
With over four hundred miles of beautiful water in the Rio Arara
and its southern sister, the Rio Tucano, this enormous fishery will allow us to host 8 consecutive groups without having to fish the same water twice. With an
untouched population of enormous
peacock bass that have never seen
a lure, this pristine system will
allow anglers to experience the incredible aggressiveness of wild, unpressured specimens. Here is a synopsis of the features of this superb fishery;
Water Characteristics
■ Clear, heavily tannin-stained blackwater, with very low pH
on both rivers, ensuring that there are absolutely no mosquitoes.
■ Low conductivity, oligotrophic (low dissolved nutrients) - The
largest specimens of Cichla temensis, (the giant peacock bass) are
found in this type of water.
Physical Characteristics
■ Low Gradient - The system’s extensive headwaters have almost
no vertical drop, with very little current. This ensures the
presence of optimal habitat for giant peacock bass.
■ Flood Pulse River - Our fishing season is timed to fall within the

Rio
Arara

characteristic dropping water levels that trigger
peacock reproductive behavior and aggressiveness.
■ Lagoon structure - Widely spaced, but numerous
and complex lagoons, oxbows and backwaters
provide spawning and feeding areas for giant
peacock bass and offer greatly preferred
small-water fishing opportunities for anglers.

Rio Tucano
peacocks
grow huge

Fishing Characteristics

■ Numbers - Although rivers
with heavily tannin-stained
blackwater typically produce
relatively low numbers of
fish,
we
were
pleasantly surprised to find
Rio Tucano
that 20 to 35 fish per angler, per day was a
very routinely produced quantity, probably because
of the lack of previous pressure or harvesting.
■ Size - Enormous, world record potential, top-end size - Not only
are stupendously large specimens in the high 20 pound class
common in this system, but the average fish size is very high, with
anglers able to catch several trophy sized “teeners” every day.
This is surely among the last and best reservations in the Amazon.
Here anglers can still experience a virgin peacock bass fishery.
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AMAZON FRINGE EXPEDITIONS

A Brief History of a Very Special Fishing Operation and Its Exotic Destinations
Someone very close to me once asked me, “Why do you devote
so much energy to a fishing operation that often has no return on
investment?” I took me quite a while to digest the obviously logical
question for which I had no immediately logical answer. Not long
after, circumstances forced me to do a little bit of soul-searching and
I began to understand my own motivation better. I couldn’t find a
logical answer that day, because, the answer is simply a matter of
pure emotion and passion. In retrospect, I should have answered,
“Because this is what I live for.”
Understanding this has made me realize just how lucky I am to
have found a group of partners who are equally illogical and equally
driven to find and share the Amazon’s wildest, purest and most exciting fishing experiences. This crazy goal and the madmen afflicted
with pursuing it, is what gave rise to the little known Brazilian company called Amazon Fringe Expeditions, Ltda., the independently
owned Amazon fishing outfitter that is responsible for mounting all of
the exploratory and exotic species trips that Acute Angling so
proudly offers its clients.
A little history and a guide to the players is probably in order
here. Amazon Fringe Expeditions was founded by three partners;
Wellington Melo, owner of Macaroca Lodge on the Rio Xeriuini; Nick
Guedes, a former partFrom left to right, Nick Guedes,
ner in NG Turismo and
Paul Reiss and Wellington Melo,
owner of an Amazon
the founders of Amazon Fringe
floating bungalow
Expeditions, Ltda.
camp operation; and
myself (Paul Reiss), of
Acute Angling. We had
all worked together for
several years in agent/
operator relationships.
We all trusted each
other well enough to do
all of our business together based on a handshake. And all of us
were fanatical fishing fools who knew and liked each other well
enough to go off together on weeklong fishing jaunts to any hidden
honey-hole we could find. In 1998, an amazing opportunity landed
in our laps - we were offered the chance to fish for exotic species in
support of a scientific research project on “Ilha Maraca” a pristine,
protected bio-reserve on the Rio Urariquera. The three of us hit that
particular lure as wildly as a peacock bass explodes on a surfaceripping prop bait. In no time at all we were dragging two aluminum
boats over rocky rapids in quest of payara specimens for “Projeto
Pirandira”, a nascent ichthyological research project. We had suddenly found ourselves in the middle of a fishery more exciting than
anything we had ever seen before. Giant catfish, bulldog pirapitinga,
spectacular leaping payara and more. We immediately understood
that this was something we had to make available to all traveling
sport fishermen.
Thus was born Amazon Fringe Expeditions - a unique Amazon
outfitter with a broad and ambitious mission statement; Amazon
Fringe is dedicated to exploring the “edge” of the angling envelope;
to introducing anglers not only to peacock bass, but to the many
other fantastic exotic species that broaden their fishing horizons; to
pursuing the fierce fighting fish of the Amazon in their pristine habitats, to preserving the Amazon environment and the aquatic ecosystems that provide that habitat; to broadening the base of scientific
knowledge necessary to protect this precious resource and to educate the local populace in the value of sustainable harvest while integrating them into the opportunities and benefits associated with supporting sportfishing operations.
For several years, the company honed its perspective and its
techniques in “Maraca”, while it began to add other destinations.

The partnership solidified as well. Paul Reiss made the company’s
exotic services available to several select international fishing
travel agencies, Nick
Guedes polished the
Wellington
Melo with a
company’s operational
Rio Tucano
techniques and Welpeacock. His
lington Melo develexploratory
oped the contacts and
houseboat
rapport necessary to
is in the
backobtain entry permisground.
sion and government
permits for the protected areas that Amazon Fringe specializes
in. By the time
“Projeto Pirandira” was
completed, Amazon
Fringe Expeditions
had become a solid operating company, ready to move on and
explore the rest of the Amazon basin’s secrets.
That’s just what we did. We explored new areas and implemented our unique operational concepts, enabling international
sportfishermen to safely and comfortably experience the Amazon’s
most secluded and protected waters. As the Lower Rio Negro basin became more and more crowded with newly minted fishing
operations, Wellington Melo shifted his concentration to Amazon
Fringe Expeditions, converting the resources of his Macaroca
Lodge operation into assets for the new company. Together with
Paul Reiss, he negotiated a tribal agreement opening the incredible Rio Travessão to sport fishing. Meanwhile, Nick Guedes
shifted his efforts into providing consultative support and specialized equipment for the company; his particular brand of the illogical
behavior we three shared needed some tempering to cope with
supporting a growing family.
Meanwhile, Amazon Fringe Expeditions roamed far and wide,
always specializing in the unique, the hidden and the forbidden
while often focusing on the Amazon’s little known but hard fighting
exotics. The company explored the upper Rio Urariquera,
mounted an expedition to rarely visited “Prumamoun”, operated
trips in Brazil’s high-gradient “Guyana Shield” region, broke nine
IGFA world records,
brought international Paul Reiss with a
sportfishermen to the big Amazon Fringe
“Rio Pacu”, and now, fast-water payara.
will offer anglers the
opportunity to fish
the unpressured peacock bass of the Rio
Tucano reservation
for the very first time,
through Acute Angling and other selected international
sport fishing agencies. Join us on our amazing Amazon Fringe Expeditions.
A Note to Fishing Travel Agents - Amazon Fringe Expeditions is
an independent Brazilian operating and outfitting company and
welcomes inquiries from qualified sportfishing agencies interested
in offering their clientele access to the Amazon’s most extraordinary fishing trips. We recommend that they have the necessary
streak of illogicality that we all share. Contact Paul Reiss (Toll-free
at 866 832-2987, webmaster@acuteangling.com) or Wellington
Melo (macaroca@osite.br.com)

Monsters of the Rio Tucano - Exploratory Photos
A fishing beauty brings
a beast to the beach.

George Barclay
of Perry, FL
with another
huge Rio Tucano trophy
peacock bass.

Paul Reiss
with a 25 ½
pound Rio
Tucano giant.

Jenny Reiss
Wellington Melo (left) and his
wife, Loura (right) display a
matched set of gigantic peacock bass, weighing in at 22
and 21 pounds respectively .

Gary Butler
of Denver,
CO weighs in
a 22 and ½
pounder.

GaryWeathers,
WeathGary
ers of
also
of Perry,
Perry,
FLshows
and aoff
Riohis
FL
Tucano
own
gianttrophy
Rio
peacock.
Tucano
trophy
peacock bass.

John Loehr of Minneapolis, MN with a beautiful Rio Arara trophy.

Big fish generate big smiles, tempered by the strain of posing with
a heavy weight.

Wellington Melo
caught this aggressive
sorubim on a peacock
bass rattle jig.

Larry Johnston of
Troy, AL shows
off a 22 pound
trophy peacock
bass.
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Rio Tucano-Arara Fishing Report
Excellent Numbers, Imposing Size - In Spite of Varying Water Levels!

An outfitter’s trip plans, of necessity, include a mélange of logisti- rent levels. Expecting the worst, I girded my shoulders for a, long,
cal parameters necessary to make a fishing trip happen, but underlyfishless week. But, it didn’t happen. They kept on biting! Although
ing all of the mundane mechanisms and
the numbers per day fell off fairly abruptly,
2010 Tucano-Arara Exploratory Results
operational details is the need to plan
our group continued to land excellent numdates that coincide with appropriate
bers of big trophy fish, right through the
Statistics
Gp. 1
Gp. 2
Gp. 3
Totals
water levels. Most peacock bass anglers
week. In fact, we ended up with 35 troare well-acquainted with the fact that
Total Peacocks 103/day 78/day 140/day Avg. /day phies, actually improving on the first
when waters are too high, peacocks
week’s results. The big fish of the week
Biggest Fish
22.5 lb. 25.5 lb.
23 lb.
25.5 lb.
simply disappear into the jungle. So
was a 25.5 pound behemoth caught by Paul
Trophies/group
34 !
35 !
42 !!
111 !!! Reiss of Acute Angling. Several other 20
we carefully planned our Tucano Arara exploratory trip around the hispounders completed the week’s catch.
Anglers/group
6
6
4
16
torically recorded dates for optimal
Our third and final week saw four anAvg. # /angler
23/day 13/day
35/day
24/day glers exploring more new waters on the
water levels in the region. To our
pleasure, the rivers began to drop right River System
Tucano Tucano Arara Summary Arara. In spite of weird weather, causing
on time, like clockwork. But to our
rivers to rise one day and drop the next,
& Arara
surprise and inevitable chagrin, they
fishing stayed hot. Anglers were averagdidn’t stop at their normal low-water levels, instead they continued to ing 35 fish per day and were catching extraordinary percentages of
fall, leaving many lagoons with excessively shallow water and drivfish in the teens. The number of enormous fish per angler exceeded
ing a significant portion of the region’s peacock bass population into
even the earlier weeks’ totals. The big fish of the week at 23 pounds
the river itself. “La Niña” had arrived. So
was landed by Jerry L. Johnston of Troy,
The system yielded a
much for optimality!
AL. In addition, several other 20 pounders
wealth of big fish, all of were caught by the group. Even our cook /
Thankfully, enough fishable water rewhom thought big
mained accessible to us to still enable a thorcamp manager got into the act, catching her
Riprollers were candy. first 20 lb. plus fish on an afternoon off.
ough analysis of the region, not to mention a
great fishing experience for all the anglers
Considering that the combination of
who took part.
logistics and camp movement allowed an
Our first group consisted of six experiaverage of only 4½ days of fishing per anenced peacock bass anglers. Their efforts
gler, the number of trophy fish was extraorwere concentrated on the confluence of the
dinary. Not only did anglers have their hands
Tucano and Arara. This region, like most
full with big fish every day, but, as is norupper Rio Negro tributaries, contains heavily
mal, most of the biggest were the ones that
stained black water, known to hold relatively
got away. Just about everyone reported loslow numbers of fish, but typically much laring huge fish, easily into the 20 lb. class. I
ger in average size than other regions. This
can’t wait to return here next season. This is
proved to be the case here. Our six anglers averaged 23 fish per anthe sort of place where the very next strike could be a world record
gler per day (a very healthy number for a river of this type), in spite
fish. And even if it isn’t, I don’t know of anywhere else where you
of the low water. What really surprised us, however, was the very
can tussle with so many big fish per day. With 6 full days of fishing
high percentage of trophy size per angler next season, I believe we’ll catch absolutely eye-popping
fish. Six anglers hauled 34
numbers of monster peacocks. Join us.
The Rio
“teeners” out of the water,
Tucano’s
including four beasts over
A walk on a beach yielded a
unusual
twenty pounds, capped off by
veritable snowstorm of
geology
a 22.5 pound beauty caught by
yellow and green butterflies
allowed us
Gary Butler of Denver, CO.
to find
Another group of six exbeautiful
perienced
anglers joined us for
rocky canour second week on the river,
yons comallowing us to open new waplete with
ters further upriver on the Tucascading
cano, and expanding our unwaterfalls.
derstanding of the system’s
nature. No sooner had I finished griping about the low
water we were dealing with,
than the river abruptly rose
more than 2 feet above its cur-
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER

Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.

The Falling Dollar - Well, it might be good for U.S exports, but
it’s not so good for making purchases elsewhere, including everything needed to operate Brazilian fishing trips. With gasoline prices
ranging from 2.2 Brazilian Real per liter (in Manaus) up to almost 4
Real (in the interior) and with exchange rates falling to 1.5 Real per
dollar and even lower, the cost of a gallon ranges from about $7.00
USD to almost $10.00 USD per gallon. Try running half a dozen
Yamaha 40’s every day, all day long, at those prices. The falling
dollar translates simply into higher operating costs. So, after holding
the line on prices for several years now, it is possible that some of our
trips could be experiencing price increases after January 1st, 2011.
We’ll hold prices until then, so if you’ve got a trip in mind, now is
the time to make your reservations. We’ll continue to honor this season’s pricing right up until increases become necessary. Even though
the dollar buys less now, it doesn’t mean you can’t get more for your
money if you act quickly. Buy yourself a discount holiday present.
The New and Improved Brazilian Visa - After months of rumors
and raised expectations in the traveling community, Brazil has finally
implemented its new visa policies. The two key items that concern
peacock bass anglers include; 1. an extended (1 year) period of visa

application validity; 2. A new, ten year tourist visa.
The extended validity allows anglers to get their visa paperwork
out of the way a full year before they travel, ending anxious waits for
FedEx packages to arrive. The ten year visa means that addicted peacock bass anglers can indulge their vice for twice as long a time as
ever before, without concern about expiration. All in all, a nice
package of improvements for travelers going to Brazil.
Airlines Come, Airlines go - The only two things that are completely beyond the control of a peacock bass operation dedicated to
delivering the highest quality trips are the weather and the airlines.
We long ago came to realize that dealing with the airlines is even
more difficult than the weather. Only one constant seems to be applicable to these titans of travel - they come and they go. Over the
last decade and a half we’ve watched Varig, LAB, TAM, Aeropostal,
LAB again and then TAM again come and go. Now Delta has quietly indicated that it is abandoning the route it introduced just a few
years ago with blaring fanfare. One more has come and gone.
Meanwhile TAM, the other major carrier serving Manaus has
made an announcement of its own; subject to approval, it will be
merging with LAN, another large South American carrier. The resulting entity will be bigger and perhaps better able to serve the
Manaus route. But who knows, just like everything else the airlines
do, this too may end up making travel more difficult and less comfortable for all. We’ll just have to wait and see. At least Copa (the
final piece in the airtravel puzzle) has nothing to say at the moment.

In Sportfishing too, “As Ye Give, So Shall Ye Receive”.
By Wellington Melo (a partner in Amazon Fringe Expeditions, Ltda.)
translated from the original Portuguese.
Unlike the majority of sportfishing operators, we at Amazon Fringe
Expeditions proceed from a critically important and usually ignored
perspective; we recognize the need for our fishing operations to be
based on a cooperative effort between
us and the communities in our proposed fishing destinations. To that
end, all of our fishing projects share a
common mode of operation, whether
we’re operating in a closed indigenous reservation or any populated
area - We design our activities to
provide a form of sustainable harvest,
directly involving and economically
benefitting the local populace. They Negotiating a cooperative
agreement with a community
staff much of our operation and the
can often involve many differcommunity receives a negotiated
payment. In this manner, we simulta- ent points of view and generate
neously guarantee the quality of the very animated discussions.
operation, the positive input and protection of the community and an exclusive fishery for our clientele.
Among the key criteria we use to select a river or region is the difficulty of access, in every sense of the expression; the distance from
heavily fished areas, the degree of protection afforded by rules and
regulations, and the strength of government support for beneficial use
of the natural resources present. This has become harder and harder to
accomplish over the last decade.
Today, river-side communities and indigenous tribes have become
newly awakened to the need to protect their rivers and resources and
are newly aware of the opportunities to generate revenues that can
improve the lives of their people. This came to be as a result of the
careless acts of other fishing operations and commercial fishermen,
who in the past entered and harvested these rivers with nothing left in

exchange for the natives. Perhaps attracted by the false illusion of quick
financial returns, they failed to take the long view regarding their social
responsibility and today find themselves limited to fishing in constantly
shrinking and constantly more heavily pressured areas.
But if operators consider the bigger picture and look at things from
the point of view of the river-dwellers,
everything becomes clearer. These are
people living simple lives, without the
wealth and comforts to which outsiders
are accustomed but to which they too
aspire. Meanwhile, they are sitting on
top of an unrecognized treasure, the
fascinating richness of the very rivers
on which they live and which have the
potential to change their lives for the
better. We, as sportfishing operators
seek exactly what it is they have; fisheries devoid of the pressure of other
sportfishing competitors and free of
rapacious commercial operations. This
highlights the importance of the cooperative and sustainable relationship that Amazon Fringe Expeditions
cultivates with its partnering communities. The communities benefit,
individuals earn an honest salary, living conditions improve and a sustainable economic model is put in place. We implant in these communities the ideals and motivations necessary to assure that the rivers are
protected far into the future. Our sense of idealism and our assumption
of social responsibility ensures that our clients will receive the best
sportfishing opportunities the Amazon has to offer.
We believe this mode of operation not only provides great fishing for
you, today, but ensures that there will be great fishing for generations of
future anglers to come. We have learned from our successes, that when
two parties seek a mechanism for mutual benefit, nothing works as well
as a fair and just exchange. As ye give, so shall ye receive.

2011 - 12 Trip Schedules & Prices
brazil Amazon season schedule
Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
winter 2011 / Fall 2011

*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of Nov. 18, 2010

Monster peacock safari trip
Rio Tucano reserve - fall 2011

#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

15

Dec. 31, 2010

Jan. 7, 2011

$4250

- open -

E1

Sept. 29th, 2011

Oct. 6th

$5750

- openings -

16

Jan. 7, 2011

Jan. 14

$4250

- Full -

E2

Oct. 6th, 2011

Oct. 13th

$5750

- Full -

17

Jan. 14, 2011

Jan. 21

$4250

- Full -

E3

Oct. 13th, 2011

Oct. 20th

$5750

- openings -

18

Jan. 21, 2011

Jan. 28

$4250

- 5 openings -

E4

Oct. 20th, 2011

Oct. 27th

$5750

- open -

19

Jan. 28, 2011

Feb. 4

$4250

- Full -

E5

Oct. 27th, 2011

Nov. 3rd

$5750

- open -

20

Feb. 4, 2011

Feb. 11

$4250

- 5 openings -

E6

Nov. 3rd, 2011

Nov. 11th

$5750

- open -

21

Feb. 11, 2011

Feb. 18

$4250

- 4 openings -

22

Feb. 18, 2011

Feb. 25

$4250

- open -

23

Feb. 25, 2011

Mar. 4

$4250

- open -

24

Mar. 4, 2011

Mar. 11

$4250

- Full -

25

Fall 2011 Season

1

Sept. 16, 2011

Sept. 23

$4250

- open -

2

Sept. 23, 2011

Sept. 30

$4250

- open -

3

Sept. 30, 2011

Oct. 7

$4250

- Full -

4

Oct. 7, 2011

Oct. 14

$4250

- open -

5

Oct. 14, 2011

Oct. 22

$4250

- Full -

6

Oct. 21, 2011

Oct. 28

$4250

- 6 openings -

7

Oct. 28, 2011

Nov. 4

$4250

- open -

8

Nov. 4, 2011

Nov. 11

$4250

- open -

9

Nov. 11, 2011

Nov. 18

$4250

- Full -

10

Nov. 18, 2011

Nov. 25

$4250

- open -

11

Nov. 25, 2011

Dec. 2

$4250

- open -

12

Dec. 2, 2011

Dec. 9

$4250

- open -

13

Dec. 9, 2011

Dec. 16

$4250

- open -

14

Dec. 16, 2011

Dec. 30

Closed

Happy Holidays

- open -

Multi-species variety - Rio Travessão - 2011
#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

T1

Jan. 20, 2011

Jan. 27

$4550

- Full -

T2

Jan. 27, 2011

Feb. 3

$4550

- 2 openings -

T3

Feb. 3, 2011

Feb. 10

$4550

- Full -

T4

Feb. 10, 2011

Feb. 17

$4550

- Full -

T5

Feb. 17, 2011

Feb. 24

$4550

- 4 openings -

River plate fly-in safari camps - 2011
#

Departs Manaus

Area

Price

Availability

RP

August

Rio Marmelos

$4850

- open -

RM

Sept. - Oct,

Rio Madeira

$4395/4850

- open -

RN

Nov. - Jan.

Rio Negro

$4395

- open -

RT

February

Rio Tapera

$4850

- open -

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2010—11 worldwide trip options
RIO PARISMINA LODGE - TARPON AND MORE - 2009/10
#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2000

- year round -

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2400

- year round -

P5

7 days

2 per room

$3600

- year round -

Thai / Malaysia snakehead expedition - 2011
Snakehead, Asian carp, Mekong catfish, jungle perch

#

Departs Bangkok

Returns

Price

Availability

S1

March, 2012

7 days later

$4550

- open -

S2

April, 2012

7 days later

$4550

- open -

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina

freshwater Golden Dorado - uruguay
#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

DZ

La Zona

4 Days

$4250

- open -

DC

Corrientes

3 to 7 Days

Variable

- open -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free, Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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